I Introduction
Comparison of the three most recent reports on progress in cartography (Perkins, 2002; with my own view of the field brings to mind Monty Python's classic segue line And now for something completely different'. To be blunt, I am more skeptical than my predecessor about the relevance of social theory and more drawn toward comparatively technical undertakings, which have always tweaked my curiosity about graphical representation and my interest in mathematics, engineering and problem-solving. Less arcane than literary analysis and surely more germane to mapping practice, these latter endeavors have systematic, enigmatic and intellectual elements that should fit comfortably within anyone's notion of 'theory'. As a few ofthe issues examined here demonstrate, I am equally intrigued by empirically based investigations of the impact of maps on society and public policy.
Preparing an annual progress report is a greater challenge now than two decades ago (e.g., Monmonier, 1982) , when it was easy to read nearly every English-language book and article on maps and mapping. Rather than focus narrowly on one or two years, I've followed the standard practice of identif5ying a small number of themes and expanding the temporal scope to include earlier exemplars. To balance technique and policy, my initial review looks at recent research on map projection, post-9/11 restrictions on public access to geospatial information, and a'new map reminiscent of Sir Halford Mackinder's 1904 (in) famous cartographic narrative 'The geographical pivot of history'.
Before proceeding, let me note that all North American cartographic journals are now more or less on schedule. Cartographica, launched in 1964 as The Cartographer, had fallen behind by more than two years because of a drought of acceptable manuscripts. In addition to aggressively trolling for good articles, a new editorial team headed by Peter Keller added the parenthetical note 'published in March 2004 to the 'Fall/Winter 2001 date of the final issue ofvolume 38, and advanced the publication date of the first issue in volume 39 to 'Spring 2004'. Restructuring includes a greater focus on visualization and GIS. Subscribers, who will receive all the issues paid for, were no doubt reassured by 218 Cartography the summer 2004 issue, which arrived in June with an edited collection of timely articles addressing privacy and public health data (e.g., Kwan and Schuurman, 2004; Cromley et al., 2004) . Cartographic Perspectives, which had a cover-date disparity as great as two years, caught up too and mailed a barrage of issues in early 2004.
Timely publication seems essential if cartography' print journals are to compete with online upstarts, two of which have begun to solicit manuscripts for peer review. The Journal of Maps (http://www.journalof maps.com/) plans to publish maps ofall types, together with the author's description and justification, whereas Coordinates: Online Journal ofthe Map and Geography Roundtable of the American Library Association (http:// magert.whoi.edu), which encourages a broad range of submissions, seems likely to focus, initially at least, on map librarianship and historical cartography. With free online access, both ventures are eligible for the Directory of Open Access Journals (http://www.doaj. org/), which affords easy integration with online catalogs at research libraries. What is more, a journal that posts online rather than prints avoids the costs of reproduction and mailing as well as the need to group articles into numbered issues of64, 96 or 128 pageslack of an available 'slot' can delay a manuscript or book review a half year or longer. The transition to electronic distribution is well under way in chemistry and other fields that value timely publication and directed electronic searching (Mendelsohn, 2003) . The scholarly professional societies that publish most cartographic journals are surely aware that the socially constructed prestige of an established serial easily moves to the internet.
II Map projection
With a wide array of map projections readily adaptable to GIS software and specialized applications (Iliffe, 2000), map authors and other geographers might consider map projection a staid topic, short on possibilities for discovery, innovation or interesting stories.
A pair of recent papers by Waldo Tobler would prove them wrong on all counts. The first focuses on the 'qibla problem, important to devout Muslims eager to know the direction to Mecca. Map-like brass instruments recently discovered in Iran indicate that Muslims solved the problem perhaps as early as the ninth century (King, 1997) using strategies conceptually similar to the 'retroazimuthal projections' developed independently in early twentieth-century Europe (Dekker, 2000) . As Kimerling (2002a) indicates, however, a retro-azimuthal projection showing direction to Mecca from anywhere in the world is radically different from a conventional azimuthal map centered on Mecca but showing directionfrom the sacred site. Tobler (2002) inventories various solutions devised by western cartographers and presents a new solution: a rectangular equidistant retroazimuthal projection, configured so that users can read direction to Mecca along its horizontal axis and distance to Mecca along its vertical axis. Tobler's (2004) second paper looks at the 'value-by-area cartogram', a cartographic genre rooted in nineteenth-century statistical graphics and used widely for dramatic comparisons of population. As an equal-density transformation, the cartogram is also valuable as a graphic problem-solving tool, especially in epidemiology and health care planning (Koch and Denike, 2001 ). Tobler combines a historical account of the technique's development with a memoir of his 35-year search for an efficient algorithm for adjusting the relative size of spatial units to their demographic importance while preserving contiguity and conserving shape. Noting recent attempts by computer scientists to reduce distortion of shape by relaxing the equal-density constraint (Keim et a., 2004) , he proposes treating this departure from exact density preservation as an error metric akin to the areal and angular distortions measured by Tissot's Indicatrix (Tissot, 1881) . Increased computing power will afford an even greater array of solutions, Mark Monmonier 219 he concludes, perhaps even an algorithm for the computationally challenging 'rectangular statistical cartogram' of Erwin Raisz (1934) , who sacrificed contiguity by forcing rectangles representing spatial units into an overall rectangular frame. Raisz worked out his horizontal and vertical boundaries with a pencil, a straightedge and an intuitive sense of geography and aesthetics, which software might one day mimic. High-performance computing and distortion metrics figure prominently in the graphic evaluation of small-scale whole-world maps (Brainerd and Pang, 2001; Canters, 2002: 85-114) and globe gores (Strebe, 2002) . Although a variety ofgraphic strategies could help GIS users understand the diverse effects of different map projections (Mulcahy and Clarke, 2001) , software developers typically offer few projections and little assistance in evaluating their impact. This lapse is especially troublesome with global databases that categorize land cover or vegetation for quadrilaterals bounded by meridians and parallels with a uniform angular increment such as one degree or 30 arc minutes. Significant distortion can occur when the cells of an equal-angle spherical grid are projected to a flat world map and resampled to a display grid of uniform cells. Some cells are irretrievably lost and others are duplicated (Mulcahy, 2000) , and the resulting distortion is potentially more severe for low-resolution databases with an angular increment of 5 or 10 degrees (Usery et al., 2003) . Although equalarea map projections like the sinusoidal are generally preferred (Seong et a., 2002) , the spatial pattern of distortion can vary significantly (Usery and Seong, 2001) . Promising coping strategies include a Data Loss and Duplication Map, which affords a concise graphic summary of lost and duplicated cells (Kimerling, 2002b) , and a Geodesic Discrete Global Grid System, which replaces the equal-angle grid of quadrilaterals varying widely in area with a comparatively nonbiased spherical grid consisting ofnested hierarchical lattices of regular polyhedrons all the same size on the unprojected globe (Sahr eta., 2003) .
On another front, the 30th anniversary of Arno Peters' (in)famous 1973 revival of James Gall's (1885) cylindrical equal-area projection secant at 450 precipitated a celebration of the German historian's unquestioned impact on academic cartography (Vujakovic, 2003a; 2003b) , his contributions to development education (Ashmore, 2003) and his 'open[ing] up the politics of spatial representation and the possibilities of other ways of seeing the world' (Crampton, 2003: 55) to the extent that cartography might now be characterized as 'pre-Peters or post-Peters' (Kaiser and Wood, 2003: 54) . As one of the 'positivist cartographers [who] may have (mis)understood the "politics" of representation' (Sriskandarajah, 2003: 242) , I note with mild satisfaction that less than a year after Peters' death in December 2002 two of his key promoters, diversity advocates Howard Bronstein and Bob Abramms, collaborated with designer Mick Dyer on a major overhaul of the Peters world-view (Monmonier, 2004: 168-69) . Retaining the basic equal-area rectangular framework, the Hobo-Dyer projection markedly reduces the emaciated appearance ofAfrica and Latin America by shifting the axes of low angular distortion equatorward to 37°30' N and S, midway between the standard parallels ofthe Behrmann and Peters projections and only slightly different from Trystan Edwards' 1953 world map (Maling, 1966) , secant at 37°24. With complementary north-up and south-up versions printed back-to-back, the Hobo-Dyer map cleverly overcomes a directional bias Peters himself embraced. III Terrori'st threats, bureaucrati c angst and public access to cartographic information Among the many consequences of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon is a momentous study ofthe value and pervasiveness of cartographic information. Several federal agencies and many state and local governments responded to the assaults by temporarily taking down websites with cartographic information that might (some bureaucrats reasoned) help al Qaeda plan future strikes (Carroll, 2001) . Although access was soon restored-notable exceptions include public databases showing the locations of nuclear plants, water-supply reservoirs and interstate pipelinestwo concerns remained. Security-conscious officials wondered whether additional data should be removed, or at least limited to persons with a clear and compelling need. By contrast, advocates of open access argued that the restrictions were a wasteful impediment to the beneficial use of a public good (Onsrud, 2003) and that terrorists could obtain the same information from nonofficial sources such as libraries, map dealers and the internet archive (Zellmer, 2004) . This latter concernwhat I call the cats-already-out-of-the-sack hypothesis was the focus ofa recent RAND Corporation study (Baker et a., 2004) funded by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (formerly the National Imaging and Mapping Agency).
RAND researchers framed their study as an analysis of demand and supply. After assessing potential attackers' needs for geographic information, they scrutinized publicly available sources of federal data for relevant information and probed alternative sources for similar details. The demand phase focused on information useful in selecting a target and planning an attack, while the supply phase attempted to determine whether relevant information was unique to the federal government. Surprisingly, perhaps, fewer than 6% of the 629 federal databases examined seemed potentially helpful to terrorists, and fewer than 1% were both useful and unique. What is more, when potentially helpful federal data were unique, alternative information was often available. Although the researchers recognized but largely sidestepped the dicey issue of societal benefits and costs, their empirical analysis indicates that panicky post-9/11 restrictions on public access were largely unwarranted. Even so, because some geospatial data are clearly sensitive, the report recommends federal agencies accept 'a proactive role in bringing greater coherence and consistency to assessing the homeland security implications' of readily available geospatial data (Baker et at, 2 0 04: 12 7).
Three years after the attack, some providers continue to limit access to geographic data that were comparatively accessible before 9/11. For example, the New York State GIS Clearinghouse (http://www.nys GIS.state.ny.us) restricts access to highresolution rectified digital aerial imagery, which can be downloaded for rectangular 'tiles that cover the state's cities, towns and counties. Although users have little trouble obtaining data for most parts of the state, requests for tiles with nuclear power plants, chemical factories or similar 'sensitive content' must state the 'reason the data/imagery is needed (how it will be used)', identify 'all parties (e.g., businesses, departments, committees, individuals) that will use or view the data, and include a copy of the applicant' driver's license or other 'government issued photo ID'. Requests are reviewed by the Office of Cyber Security and Critical Infrastructure, which rejects applications that are incomplete or suggest nefarious intent.
Another 'Maginot Line against terrorism selectively alters the aerial images ofgovernment buildings in downtown Washington (Hsu, 2004) . Secret Service officials persuaded Mapquest.com and other providers of geospatial wayfinding data to blur or black out the roofs of the White House, the Capitol and other buildings with monitors, radar antennas or surface-to-air missiles. While this strategy might thwart terrorists with light planes or short-range missiles, websites of open-government advocates like Cryptome (www.cryptome.org) expose the folly of trying to conceal sensitive locations. Cryptome's 'Eyeballing' project (http://eyeball-series.org/), the brainchild ofJohn Young, an architect simultaneously intrigued and Mark Moninonier 221 appalled by cartographic silences, is an exemplar ofthe reversed Panopticon (Dodge, 2003) . Each 'eyeball is a collection of maps, aerial and ground images, public records and news reports exposing the site and situation of storage sites for America' own weapons of mass destruction (e.g., http://eyeballseries.org/wmd4-eyeball.htm) or secret facilities like Vice President Dick Cheney' favorite 'secure, undisclosed location' in the Blue Ridge Mountains near the presidential retreat at Camp David (http://eyeball-series. org/site-r/site-r.htm). The voyeuristic pleasure this information affords suggests that federal agencies, proud of their facilities and technological prowess, are closet exhibitionists at heart.
IV Bush's Haushofer?
As the preceding example illustrates, cartographic journals are not the only sources of relevant research or stimulating ideas pertaining to maps. Another illustration is Thomas P M. Barnett' (2004) The Pentagon s new map: war and peace in the twenty-first Century, which I discovered on the front table at a local bookshop. Barnett is a 1990 Harvard Ph.D. in government who went to work at the Pentagon and now teaches at the Naval War College. His 'new map might prove as significant as the world-views of Halford Mackinder (1904) , whose concepts of Heartland and World-Island influenced the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 (Gray, 2004; Sloan, 1999) and inspired Nazi geopolitician Karl Haushofer (Herwig, 1999) and Nicholas Spykman (1944: 41) , whose countervailing take on global power relationships identified the Rimland surrounding the Soviet Union and adjoining parts of the Asian heartland as a vast buffer zone of conflict between sea power and land power and an argument for the cold-war policy of containment. In a similar vein, Barnett presents a cartographic argument that strategic alliances and tactical interventions are essential to peace and prosperity. He divides the world into a 'Functioning Core' of largely democratic nations well connected to the global economy and committed to orderly negotiation and nuclear nonproliferation, and a 'Non-Integrating Gap' of lesser-developed states typified by repressive regimes, widespread poverty and latent (if not overt) civil unrest. Along the border are 'Seam' states like Mexico and Turkey, which act less as buffers than as conduits for the Gap's dreaded exportsdrugs, disease and terrorism. In much the same way as cold-war depictions helped construct separate identities for East and West Germany (Herb, 2004 ), Barnett's map differentiates the Gap as a natural focus for vigilance and military action.
According to Barnett's thesis, the Core must protect itselffrom terrorism by adopting new 'rule sets' at home and imposing them abroad. When Core states cannot efficiently orchestrate peacekeeping or regime change, their most powerful member, the United States, must act unilaterally. It is hardly surprising that Barnett supports the 2003 invasion of Iraq: in his view, regime change was essential whether or not Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction or operational ties to al Qaeda. Although the personal political philosophy Barnett injects sporadically throughout the book is at least faintly leftist on women's rights, racial justice, and the moral as well as pragmatic imperative to 'shrink the Gap', future historians fishing for analogies might easily label him George W. Bush' Haushofer.
Like most persuasive graphics, Barnett's map is straightforward and intriguing. Presented in color on the book's endpapers, it is also well designed, carefully executed and visually appealing. Its geometric framework is an Eckert IV projection with a 10-degree graticule, north-up and centered on the Greenwich meridian, which relegates to remote seas most of the equal-area map's more severe distortions of shape and angles. Truncating the outer meridians by lopping 11 degrees off the equator on both sides trades a modicum of aesthetic integrity for a slightly larger scale with no significant loss of information. The oceans are a very light blue, airbrushed slightly darker along the Antarctic coast to enhance contrast with the largely white southern continent. Closed forms and tonal contrast help differentiate this hydrographic background from the more visually complex continents, set apart by colors implying relief and vegetation (green for Amazonia, beige for the Sahara, and mottled gray-beige hill shading for much of India and the western United States Cohen (1991) , whose work Barnett does not cite, identified similar disparities over a decade ago with a series of comparatively abstract and aesthetically unappealing black-and-white maps.
As the latest in a long line of politically laden world-views (Black, 1997; Schulten, 2001 ), Barnett's map might have a profound effect on world diplomacy. Although its role in instigating the Iraq war is doubtfulneocon ideologues at the Defense Department apparently had an invasion in mind well before the 9/11 attack (Clarke, 2004; Woodward, 2004 ) -the map' lines and labels not only rationalize the current occupation, however poorly planned, but also argue for future interventions throughout the Gap, presumably with wider support from Core nations, on the opposite side ofits ominous, convincing boundary. In highlighting the shared threat, Barnett also underscores the Core' collective obligation to 'shrink the Gap' through development programs and stronger economic ties as well as aggressive nation building. Although Barnett endorses the 2003 invasion, his dramatic high-contrast regionalization seems equally relevant to other strategies.
V Conclusions
In developing a table of contents for the History of Cartography's Volume Six, which covers the twentieth century in an encyclopedic format, I was struck by the dearth of maps that warrant separate articles. Of the 567 entries in our latest iteration, only 11 pertain to specific maps, atlases or map series. Driven by technological change and diverse scientific and governmental endeavors, map history' most recent century was markedly
